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1. INTRODUCTION

Most of today's optical networks are built on E:ONET
rings [I]. Using WDM technology, multiple rings can be sup
ported on a single fiber ring [3]. In this architecture, each wavelength independently carries a SONET ring. Each SONET ring
can further support multiple low speed streams (e.g. an OC48 SONET ring can support 4 OC-12 or 16 OC-3 streams at
the same time). At each node a WDM Add/Drop Mulliplexer
(WADM) adds and drops or bypasses traffic on any wavelength.
At each node, there are SONET adddrop multiplexers(SADM)
on each wavelengthto adddrop low speed streams. So the number of SADMs per node will increase linearly with th,: number of wavelengths that a single fiber ring can carry. The cost
of SADMs will dominate the total cost of the optical network.
But in fact, it is not necessary for each node to be equipped
with SADMs on each wavelength. The problem of combining different low speed traffic streams into high-speed traffic
streams in such a way that the number of SADMs is minimized
is called traffic grooming. Several studies have been done on
traffic grooming PI, PI, WI.
However, most algorithms assume the traffic matrix to be
static; actually, the traffic pattern over SONET rings changes
from time to time. In [7],dynamic traffic is described by a multiple set of the traffic matrices and traffic grooming solution is
proposed to meet the multiset instead of a single matrix. However, it is common that a change of traffic matrix happens after the configuration is established. In this paper, we consider
the dynamic traffic grooming problem incorporating reconfiguration. That is, based on the current wavelength assignment,
when &e traffic pattern of the networks changes, we propose
a dynamic traffic grooming algorithm to reconfigure the wavelength assignment according to the new traffic pattern without
~~w~-suppoltCdbyNSFBnvW(AMM114121 andEPS-M)DIWO).
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In this section, integer linear programming models are proposed for dynamic traffic grooming. They are based on the static
models proposed in [5]. There are two assumptions.
1. The old traffic matrix is known. The current configuration
of the network is obtained according to the old matrix. This
corresponds to the assignment of traffic to wavelengths in the
network.
2 . The traffic matrix changes. The new matrix is different from
the original matrix. The objective is to disrupt as few current
connections as possible and fit the new traffic requests in.
The following are the notations that we will use later.
1. There are N nodes numbered 0, 1,2, ... N - 1in the S@NET
ring.
2. W is the number ofwavelengths in the original traffic grooming matrix.
3. The granularity of the traffic g is defined as:

chonnel capacity
'= base bandwidth rate
e.g. for a OC-48 channel carrying several OC-3 streams, the
granularity g = -= 16. It is the number of circles C
each wavelength can carry.
4. Original traffic matrix T [ n x n ] .
The traffic amount from node i to node j (i,j = 1..N - 1,
a # j) on the ring is denoted by t i j (entry of matrix T at row i
and column j ) and is always a multiple of the base bandwidth
rate.
5 . T'[n x n] is the new traffic matrix.
6. Vi* represents the number of virtual connections for node
pair 4,j)on wavelength w in circle c according to the original
matrix. It is known in the reconfigurationproblem.
'The circle here refers to the circle built by the dg&m
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7. ~ie
represents the number ofnew vi"^ connections from
i to j on wavelength w of circle c according to the new traffic
matrix.
8. Qy' represents the number of new virtual connections from
i to j on new wavelength w+ of circle c according to the new
traffic matrix (applies to full-fit case only).
9. ADMY represents the number of ADMs on node i on wavelength w for the original matrix.
IO. ADM," represents the number of additional ADMs on
node i on wavelength w (applies to full-fit case only).
11. ADMY+ represents the number of ADMs on node i on new
wavelength w+ (applies to full-fit case only).
We assume that for the original traffic matrix, a solution bas
been found (e.g. using the algorithm in [a], [5]). So we h o w
the number of wavelengths W and the virtual connections for
each pair (i,j).In addition, we also h o w the the number of
SADMs and their positions.
Without special indication, unidirectional rings are assumed in
the following problem descriptions. For bi-directional rings,
constraints for both directions should be satisfied. Here are two
cases to consider in the problem:
A. Best@ case
Without increasing the number of SADMs, we try to place as
much new traffic &possible.
Mazimize : E,
C, C , Kim
(Objective function).
The obiective is to maximize the traffic amount accordme to the
new traffic demand. The following constraints are assumed.
1. Traffic constraint:
~~

cj

I

E,

e,Ki"

+ C,

c , y 5 t:,

The traffic constraint indicates that the total number of virtual
connections from i to j should be less than the new demand
eafficmatrixofentryt:,.
2. Circle carracitv
. constraint:
c(i,jpG(;,j)(KJ- + %), s 1
The cucle capacity constraint requires that no two connections
can share a libk on a circle.
3. Transmitter constraint:
C,E,- 5 9 .ADMY
The transmitter constraint requires that the total number of virtual connections startingat node i should be less than the transmitter capacity of SADM at this node on wavelength w.
4. Receiver constraint:
c,Ci4-; + C,C, Ky 5 9.ADMY
The receiver constraint requires that the total number of virtual
connections terminating at node j should be less than the receiver capacity of SADMs at this no& on wavelength w .
Ky'E {O,l,-l}. ADMY E {O,l}. Ky'=-lo n l y i f Q y =
1 and there is no connection between i and j on wavelength w
of circle c for the new configuration any more.
B. Full-fircase
Add the minimum number of SADM to satisfy all the new traffic.
Minimize : E,
ADM;'
ADMY+ (Objective function).
The objective is to fit all the traffic with the minimum number
of SADMs added. 6 in the objective function is the weight
I -

c,c,

+

e,

+ax,e,+

parameter representing the cost of adding more wavelengths.
Because usually adding new wavelengths will cost more than
adding SADMs on existing wavelengths, 6 is supposed to be no
less than one. The following constraints are assnmed.
1, Traffic constraint:
EJKy Qj")
E, yS"+ = t:,
The traffic constraint indicates that the total number of virtual
connections from node i to node j should equal the traffic demand from node i to j.
2. Circle capacity constraint:
C(;,j]ee(iJ](Ky
+ Kim) 5 1
E(W&G(ZJ)
V"+
U
51
The cucle capacity constraint requires that no two comections
can share a single link on a circle.
3. Transmitter constraint:
5 9 .( A D M ~ A D M ; ~ )
V,?' 5 9 ADMY+
The transmitter constraint requires that the total number of virtual connections should be less than the transmission capacity
of the equipment at this node.
4. Receiver constraint:
E, c,(Ky l&m)
5 g . (ADMY ADM;'")
E, yy+ 5 9.ADMY+
The receiver constraint reauires that the total number of virtual
connections should be less than the receiving capacity of the
equipment at this node.
Q;m E {O,l,-l}.
K~+,ADM~andADM
E {O,l}.
~+
As we know, the integer linear programming problem is NPcomplete [4]. The reconfiguration problem is described based
on integer linear programming models. We expect this problem
also to be intractable. In the next section, we propose heuristic
approaches to solve this problem.
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111. HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS
The heuristic algorithms for dynamic grooming were developed for both the best-fit case and the full-fit case.
A. Best$?
The objective of the best-fit case is to include as much new
traffic as possible using available capacity of the current configuration of the ring networks without increasing the number of
SADMs.
A.l Greedy heuristic
In our greedy algorithm, the value of each entry of both the
old matrix from which the current configuration was obtained
and the new matrix using which we will perform the recoufiguration is generated randomly in the range [0, r]. The value is
uniformly distributed between 0 and r. We try to fit as much new
trafficas possible without adding SADMs. Here is a description
of the algorithm.
1. Get grooming information for the original traffic matrix using an existing algorithm (e.g., [6], [51).
2. Find the difference traffic matrix. Given the new traffic matrix, compute the difference between the old one and the new
one e.g. D[i,j]= T'[i,j ] T[i,f.This is the matrix we try to
groom in our algorithm with existing SADMs and traffic capacity.

-
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For some ennies D[i, f = --m < 0, (there exist some ccbnnections built for the old matrix that are not needed in new i ~ t r i x
any more), remove the connection between (a. j ) from m circles
over at most m wavelengths.
3. Merge connections. We want to keep the largest continuous
gap between nodes. So if there are two continuous connections
over two circles, we merge them into a bigger one on the same
circle.
4. Groom new traffic. Start from the smallest hop. Groom traffic into the circle when there is enough capacity and there are
SADMs on the terminating node.
A.2 Tabu search heuristic (TS-I)
Tabu search is a meta-heuristic approach to solve hard optimization problems. The optimizing function is f(z) subject to
z E X.The set X summarizes constraints on the vector ofdecision variables x. if x is the initial solution, neighborhood N ( x )
is a set obtained by going one step further from the solution x.
Such a step is called a move. Each element in N(x) is put hito the
candidate list. At the same time, a tabu list is built to keep track
of the solutions that have been visited before. Each element in
the tabu list has a tabu tenure. AAer each move, the value a’ftabu
tenure is decrementedby one. Once the value becomes zero, the
element is removed from the list. The best solution in the icandidate list but not tabu (not in the tabu list) is chosen for the initial
solution of next iteration. If after certain number of iterations
(we call it the tabu limit) which is specified by the user, there
is no improvement,the program stops. Otherwise, we continue
the iteration and build a new candidate list.
In TS-I, the initial solution is the solution obtained from the
greedy heuristic proposed in previous section. The neighborhood N ( z ) is defined as: N ( z ) = {z’ I z’ is a move by swapping part of the two circles of the solution 5 and one part of the
swap should have available capacity }. The non-tabu solution
with the most number of new connections established is chosen
for the next iteration. The tabu tenure for TS- 1 is 48 and the tabu
limit is 60.
B. Full-jit
A two phase algorithm is developed for the full-fit case. The
old traffic matrix and its solution are known. Recall that each
entry of the old matrix and new matrix is generated randomly
ranging from [0,r].The objectiveis to fit all new traffic requests.
Adding SADMs is allowed.
B.1 Algorithm description
1. Use a best-fit algorithm (greedy or TS-I) to groom as much
traffic as is allowed with existing SADMs.
2. If the capacity on circle c is available for the connection
(i,j),place SADMs at nodes i and.j on the wavelength .which
circle c is groomed on and groom traffic onto this circle.
3. Use the tabu search algorithm (TS-2) to groom the remining
traffic onto the new wavelength. Place SADMs at the nodes
whenever necessary.
B.2 Tabu search heuristic (TS-2)
The problem that was solved by TS-2 is the static traffic
grooming problem, on which a lot of work has been done so
far [6], [5], [Z], [E]. That is, given the remaining traffic matrix, groom that trafic onto wavelengths so that the number of

SADMs is minimized. We observe that the static traffic grooming problem is a special case of the dynamic problem described
in Section 11-Bwhen the old traffic matrix is empty and the new
matrix is the traffic matrix that will be groomed. The initial
solution z is obtained by using algorithm in [5], [6]. The neighborhood N ( z ) ie defined as: N ( z ) = {z’ I z’ is a move by
swapping two circles from different wavelengths of solution z}.
The non-tabu solution with the minimum number of SADM is
chosen from the candidate list for the next iteration. The tabu
limit is 170andrabutenureisin (15,20,24}.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the simulation results for both the.
best-fit case and the full-fit case.
A. Results for the best-jit case
First, we define an upper bound on the number of new connections that can be groomed to the current configuration to evaluate the performance of the best-fit case algorithms. Then we
give the result of both the greedy and the tabu search (TS-1) algorithms according to this upper bound. The running time comparison of both algorithms are also given.
The results of reconfigurationalgorithms depend not only on the
algorithms themselves but also on the input matrix. The best-fit
strategy strives to place as much traffic as it can, but there is no
guarantee to fit all of the traffic in. Here we first develop an upper bound Uon the number of connections that could possibly
be groomed
U =
C jC,{Kj I there is enough capacity between i
a n d j fornewtrafficT’[z]b] andthere isanSADM atbothnodes
i and j on circle c } .
The upper bound is computed by searching all the circles that
are already built according to the old matrix to find available
capacity to groom new connections. A connection can be established if there is capacity available between the terminal nodes
and there are SADMs at the two nodes. The capacity of a connection is equal to the base bandwidth of one wavelength..
Although this upper bound is loose, because not all the connections available in the upper bound can be established at the same
time, we can prove that no more connections can be built beycnd
this upper bound.
We define the load factor a by using this upper bound
(1 = actual new connections established
upper bound
This factor shows how much percentage of the new traffic could
be groomed into the current configuration according to the upper bound.
Table I shows the results for the greedy algorithm and TS-I under different numbers of nodes and different granularities for
unidirectional rings (r = 12). For each entry, 20 matrix pairs
(old matrix and new matrix) are randomly generated. The average value of a is computed. We observe that tabu Search yields
better results than the greedy algorithm for most cases, especially with a large number of nodes and large granularity. Table Il shows the average number of new connections that can be
groomed by the greedy algorithm and the tabu search algorithm
using the Same set of input data as Table 1. The tabu search
heuristic gains 2% more connections than the greedy algorithm
on the average.
Here we give a specificexample to indicate that the tabu search

xi
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the tabu search than the greedy heuristic
0 0 0 1 2

0 0 0 1 2
0 0 0 0 1

TABLE I
RESULTS FOR THE BEST-FlT ALGORITHMS. h' IS THE NUMBER OF NODES
I N A RING.

a IS THE LOAD FACTOR. 9 IS THE GRANULARITY.

Fig. I . An example of a remnfiguration problem using the geedy
proposed in this work.

TABLE 11

While tabu search yields better results in most cases, it also
takes more time to obtain the solution with the tabu heuristic
ALGORITHMS.
than with the greedy algorithm. Figure 3 shows the running
time of the algorithms for the unidirectional ring under different
Values of granularity and different numbers of nodes. It uses
the same set of data that generated the result in Table I. As we
heuristic can find a better solution than the greedyabrithm. In note from the figure, the mnning time increases greatly when
this example, there are 5 nodes in a unidirectional SONET ring. the n,,,&er of nodes in the ring increases. But if the
of a
The granularity Of the ring is 3. The Old traffic matrix and the single link fiber is very high, it is still worthwhile to employ tabu
new matrix are generated as foliows:
search algorithm compared to the greedy algorithm to e m more
revenue.
0 2 6 1 0
0 4 6 2 5
B. Resultsfor thefull-fir case
7 0 8 1 4
We mentioned in Section 111-B.2 that the static traffic groomT = 2 2 0 3 3 T'= 3 3 0 1 0 1 1
ing problem is a special case of the dynamic problem (for the
5 4 7 0 2
full-fit case). We run the algorithm (TS-2) for the static traffic
4 5 7 2 0
6 5 7 3 0
grooming problem for a unidirectional ring under uniform trafFigures 1 and 2 show the grooming results for the greedy algo- fic. The traffic amount of each entry in the matrix is one unit
rithm and the tabu search algorithm respectively. The following (equals base bandwidth). We compare the results with both the
two matrices (Rg,
Rt) are the remaining traffic matrices that greedy algorithm [6]and the simulated annealing algorithm [ 5 ]
cannot be groomed after employing those two algorithms. We in Table 111. We observe that the tabu search algorithm obtains
observe from Figure 2 that two connections of t2.3 are groomed the same results as simulated annealing (SA) for most cases.
to wavelength 5 instead of wavelength 4 in the tabu search algo- One entry for the tabu search method is better than SA. For some
rithm. Then two more connections of t 2 , 4 could be groomed to cases, the number of SADMs used in tabu heuristic is a little bit
wavelength 4 which results in a gain of 2 more connections for more than in SA. The running time for each entry is less than
ABSOLUTE
CONNECTIONS BUILT BY THE GREEDY A N D THE TABU

[:I

[
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g=3

greedy I
SA
I

7 I
7 I

31 I
31 I

79 [

146

69 I

124

TABLE 111

RESULTSFOR STATIC TRAFFIC GROOMING.

An example ofa mfigurstion problem using the tabu -h
~-l)pro~inlhis~rk

F i g 2.

heuristic

J

tractable for both cases. For the best-fit case, two heuristic algorithms greedy and tabu search (TS-I) are proposed. An upper
bound of the number of new virtual connections is developed to
evaluate the performance of the algorithms. The results show
that the tabu search algorithm (TS-I)proposed in this study
will yield better-solutions but takes more running time than the
greedy algorithm for the best-fit case. For the full-fit case, a
two-phase algorithm is developed. We observe that the static
trafic grooming problem is a special case of the dynamic traffic
grooming problem. The algorithms we proposed here (particularly the full-fit case, TS-2) can also solve the static grooming
problem. Our algorithm is more stahle than the simulated annealing algorithm proposed in previous work. Moreover, some
of the solutions are better than those obtained in the earlier work
on the static grooming problem.
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